RECOGNITION
OPPORTUNITIES//

Summit Welcome Lunch, Monday (1 available)

Kick off the summit with a boxed lunch before attendees depart for the
afternoon tour.

Summit Keynote Breakfast, Tuesday (1 available)

FOR THE HEADLINE SPONSOR

Provide summit attendees with delicious breakfast options ahead of the
keynote. Opportunity to introduce our keynote speaker.

Headline Sponsor (Reserved)

Tuesday or Wednesday Beverage Breaks (2 available)

FOR PLATINUM SPONSORS AND ABOVE

Networking Breakfast, Wednesday (1 available)

Exclusive opportunity to be listed alongside SEEA as the headline
sponsor throughout the summit and in all marketing materials

Audio/Visual (1 available)

Keep attendees hydrated and refreshed throughout both days of the
summit while promoting your company logo and brand.
Fuel the second day of the summit by sponsoring the Wednesday
morning breakfast.

Attendees will see your company’s name and logo in every summit
session by sponsoring audiovisual logistics.

FOR SILVER SPONSORS AND ABOVE

Fifteenth Year Celebration, Tuesday (1 available)

Summit Registration (1 available)

Help us celebrate our fifteenth year with a unique-to-you, branded
networking event that attracts the entire conference! Speaking and
video opportunities available.

Summit Awards Lunch, Wednesday (Reserved)

Bring the entire summit together to share a meal and share ideas!
Speaker introduction opportunities available.

Greet each summit attendee with a branded badge lanyard, your logo on
registration signage, and a sustainable giveaway.

Summit Photo & Video (1 available)

Capture the moments that make the summit memorable and feature
your company’s logo in post-summit galleries and sizzle reels.

Between the Sessions Breaks (4 available)

FOR GOLD SPONSORS AND ABOVE

Bring your creative ideas to host a break time that uniquely
demonstrates your brand and tells your story.

VIP Lounge (1 available)

Monday Beverage Breaks (1 available)

Highlight your brand to summit speakers and other VIPs in our exclusive
lounge. Opportunity to provide a sustainable giveaway. Includes access
to the lounge for 4.

Summit Welcome Reception, Monday (1 available)

Grab attendees’ attention at the first networking opportunity of the
conference. Speaking and video opportunities available.

Plenary Lunch, Tuesday (1 available)

Bring the entire summit together to share a meal and share ideas!
Speaker introduction opportunities available.

FOR CRYSTAL SPONSORS AND ABOVE

Keep attendees hydrated and refreshed on the first day of the summit
while promoting your company logo and brand.

FOR BRONZE SPONSORS AND ABOVE
Monday Coffee Service (1 available)

Welcome the summit’s first attendees with a warm cup of joe to fuel
innovative ideas and collaboration.

Wellness Breaks (2 available)

Help summit attendees stay sharp with healthy breaks for exercise, selfcare, or nutrition.

Event App (1 available)

Sponsor the official summit app. Attendees can use the app to connect
with each other, learn about sponsors and speakers, plan their schedule
and more!

Do you have an idea for summit sponsorship that you don’t see here? We’re open and excited
to realize your creative concepts to engage summit attendees and amplify your brand at the
premiere energy efficiency conference in the Southeast.

